Representing the data on Grassmann manifolds is popular in quite a few image and video recognition tasks. In order to enable deep learning on Grassmann manifolds, this paper proposes a deep network architecture which generalizes the Euclidean network paradigm to Grassmann manifolds. In particular, we design full rank mapping layers to transform input Grassmannian data into more desirable ones, exploit orthogonal re-normalization layers to normalize the resulting matrices, study projection pooling layers to reduce the model complexity in the Grassmannian context, and devise projection mapping layers to turn the resulting Grassmannian data into Euclidean forms for regular output layers. To train the deep network, we exploit a stochastic gradient descent setting on manifolds where the connection weights reside on, and study a matrix generalization of backpropagation to update the structured data. We experimentally evaluate the proposed network for three computer vision tasks, and show that it has clear advantages over existing Grassmann learning methods, and achieves results comparable with state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
In a variety of computer vision and machine learning domains, deep neural networks have impressively surpassed conventional shallow learning models. The great success of deep neural networks is mainly attributed to the power of performing non-linear computations on the visual data, and the effectiveness of the gradient-descent training procedure based on backpropagation.
By leveraging the successful deep learning paradigm of traditional neural networks, increasing new neural networks [10, 27, 8, 45, 3, 35, 29] have been built over general nonEuclidean domains in recent years. For instance, [10] proposed a spectral variant of convolution networks to graphs through Graph Fourier Transform, which is in turn defined via a generalization of the Laplacian operator on the grid to graph Laplacian. More recently, [35] presented a deep learning approach on spatio-temporal graphs by treating an arbitrary spatio-temporal graph as a recurrent neural network mixture that is feedforward, differential and jointly trainable. In [29] , to deeply learn appropriate features on the manifolds of symmetric positive definite matrices, a deep network was build with some spectral layers, which can be trained by a variant of backpropagation.
In this paper, we focus on studying how to build a deep neural network architecture on Grassmann manifolds, where the data have become a core representation of many computer vision techniques. For example, as a basic form of Grassmannian data, linear subspace has proven beneficial for matching image sets due to its ability to encode the useful second-order information of one set of images from a certain object class [20, 24, 23, 31] . For video visual recognition, linear dynamic system (i.e., linear subspace) of autoregressive and moving average model has shown its great power to model dynamics in spatio-temporal processing [12, 52, 54] . In addition, Grassmannian data also appear in image restoration [56] , chromatic noise filtering [51] and domain adaptation [18] .
The popular applications of Grassmannian data motivate us to build a deep neural network architecture for Grassmannian representation learning. For this purpose, the new network architecture is designed to take Grassmannian data directly as input, and learns new favorable Grassmannian data that are able to improve the final visual tasks. In other words, the new network aims to deeply learn Grassmannian data on their underlying Riemannian manifolds in an endto-end learning architecture. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are two-fold:
• We explore a new network architecture in the context of Grassmann manifolds, where it has not been possible to apply deep neural networks. Thanks to this network, a new direction of deeply learning Grassmannian data has been opened up.
• We study a procedure to train the new network. In the procedure, we derive an update rule for the connection weights on a specific type of Riemannian manifolds, and exploit matrix backpropogation to update the structured data within typical matrix factorizations.
Background

Grassmannian Geometry
A Grassmann manifold G(q, D) is a q(D − q) dimensional compact Riemannian manifold, which is the set of q-dimensional linear subspaces of the R D . Thus, each point on G(q, D) is a linear subspace that is spanned by its orthonormal basis matrix X of size D × q such that X T X = I q , where I q is the identity matrix of size q × q. On a Grassmannian G(q, D), points are connected via smooth curves. The geodesic distance between two points is defined as the length of the shortest curve connecting them on the Riemannian manifold. The shortest curve and its length are named geodesic and geodesic distance, respectively. On the Grassmannian, the geodesic distance between two points X 1 and X 2 is computed by
where Θ is the vector of principal angels between X 1 and X 2 . For its computation, readers are referred to [16] .
One of the most popular approaches to approximate the true Grassmannian geodesic distance is the projection mapping framework Φ(X) = XX T proposed by [16] . As the projection Φ(X) is a D × D symmetric matrix, a natural choice of inner product is
The inner product induces a distance named projection metric:
where · F indicates the matrix Frobenius norm. As proved in [23] , the projection metric can approximate the true geodesic distance Eqn.1 up to a scale of √ 2.
Grassmann Learning
To perform discriminant learning on Grassmann manifolds, many works [20, 19, 11, 24, 23, 22, 37] embed the Grassmannian into a Euclidean space. This can be achieved either by tangent space approximation of the underlying manifold, or by exploiting a positive definite kernel function to embed the manifold into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. In both of such two cases, any existing Euclidean technique can then be applied to the embedded data, since Hilbert spaces respect Euclidean geometry. For example, [20] first embeds the Grassmannian into a high dimensional Hilbert space, and then applies traditional Fisher analysis method. Obviously, most of these methods are limited to the Mercer kernels and hence restricted to use only kernelbased classifiers. Moreover, their computational complexity increases steeply with the number of training samples.
More recently, a new learning scheme was proposed in [31] to perform a geometry-aware dimensionality reduction from the original Grassmann manifold to a lowerdimensional, more discriminative Grassmann manifold. This could better preserve the original Riemannian data structure, which commonly leads to more favorable classification performances as studied in classical manifold learning. While [31] has reached some success, it merely adopts a shallow learning scheme on Grassmann manifolds, which is still far away from the best solution for the problem of representation learning on non-linear manifolds. Accordingly, this paper attempts to open up a possibility of deep learning on Grassmannians.
Grassmann Network Architecture
The proposed Grassmann network (GrNet) performs deep learning on Grassmannians for general visual recognition problems. As classical convolutional networks (ConvNets), the proposed network also designs fully connected convolution-like layers and normalization layers, named full rank mapping (FRMap) layers and orthogonal renormalization (ReOrth) layers respectively. Inspired by the geometry-aware manifold learning idea [31] , the FRMap layers are proposed to firstly perform transformations on input orthonormal matrices to generate new matrices by adopting a full rank mapping scheme. Then, the ReOrth layers are developed to normalize the output matrices of the FRMap layers so that they can become valid orthonormal matrices to form a Grassmann manifold. With a specific non-linear matrix decomposition, to some extent, the ReOrth layers serve as a role of introducing the non-linearity to the network as well. As traditional pooling layers, we also study special pooling layers for the Grassmannian data to reduce the network complexity. As the pooling is performed on the projection matrix form of the orthonormal matrices, we call this kind of layer as ProjPooling layers. To enable the regular Euclidean layers such as softmax layers to work for the GrNet, we also exploit projection mapping (ProjMap) layers to map the resulting orthonormal matrices into projection matrices that lie in Euclidean space. The proposed Grassmann network is illustrated in Fig.1. 
FRMap Layer
The GrNet is basically to learn more compact and discriminative Grassmannian data for better classification in an end-to-end learning manner. For this purpose, we design the FRMap layers to first transform the input orthonormal matrices to new matrices by a linear mapping f f r as
where
is the input orthonormal basis matrix of the k-th layer,
is the transformation matrix (connection weights) that is basically required to be a row full-rank matrix, X k ∈ R d k ×q is the resulting matrix. Unfortunately, except the case W is an As the weight space R
of full-rank matrices on each FRMap layer is a non-compact Stiefel manifold where the distance function has no upper bound, optimizing on the manifold directly is infeasible. To handle this problem, one possible solution is imposing orthogonality constraint on the transformation matrix W k so that it resides on a compact Stiefel manifold St(d k , d k−1 ). Obviously, such orthogonal solution space is smaller than the original solution space R n×m * , making the optimization theoretically yield suboptimal solution of W k . To achieve more faithful solution of the full-rank transformation matrix W k , following [31, 30] , we alternatively choose to do the optimization over the manifolds
1 of the conjugates P k = W T k W k , which are actually positive semidefinite (PSD) matrices. As studied in [30] , since P k can be easily parametrized by W k , optimizing on the PSD manifold actually pursues optimal W k directly.
ReOrth Layer
To make the resulting matrices reside on a valid Grassmann manifold, the ReOrth layer normalizes the matrix X k−1 to X k so that the columns of X k are orthonormal. Specifically, we perform QR decomposition on X k−1 :
×q is the orthonormal matrix composed by the first q columns, and R k−1 ∈ R q×q is the invertible upper-triangular matrix. Since R is invertible and Q is orthonormal, we can make X k become an orthonormal basis matrix by normalizing X k−1 in the k-th layer as:
In the context of ConvNets, [13, 36, 48, 17, 25] have presented various nonlinear activation functions, e.g., rectified linear units (ReLU), to improve discriminative performance. Accordingly, exploiting this kind of layers to introduce the non-linearity to the domain of the proposed GrNet is also necessary. In the light of this, to some extent, the function Eqn.5 also takes a role of performing a non-linear operation based on the QR factorization.
ProjMap Layer
The ProjMap layer is designed to perform Riemannian computing on the resulting orthonormal matrices on one Grassmannian. As well-studied in [16, 20, 19, 24, 23, 31] , the projection metric is one of the most popular Grassmannian metrics, and is able to endow the specific Riemannian manifold with an inner product structure so that the manifold is reduced to a flat space. In the flat space, classical Euclidean computations can be applied to the projection domain of orthonormal matrices. Formally, we apply the projection mapping [16] on a orthonormal matrix in the k-th layer with the function f pm being defined as
As for other Riemannian computations on Grassmann manifolds, please refer to [55, 40, 16, 50, 2, 26, 23] for more detailed discussions about their properties.
ProjPooling Layer
It is known that classical pooling layers with max, min and mean pooling functions reduce the sizes of the representations to lower the model complexity and improve the regular ConvNets. Motivated by this, we also design pooling layers tailored for the feature maps of Grassmannian data. Without loss of generality, we here study the mean pooling functions for the Grassmannian points. As far as we investigate, there exist some approaches [1, 15, 49, 44] to compute mean points on Grassmannians. One of the most popular methods is to compute the Karcher mean [1] , which is the intrinsic mean on Grassmann manifolds by minimizing the geodesic distances of the difference defined in Eqn.1. Unfortunately, the Karcher mean algorithms require very expensive iterative exponential and logarithm maps to move the data to and from the tangent space. To speed up the computation, [49] proposed an alternative to the Karcher mean by minimizing the Frobenius norm squared of the difference of the projection maps of Grassmannian data.
Inspired by the idea [49] , we propose three layers to implement the average pooling for Grassmannian data. In particular, the Grassmannian data are first mapped to the space of projection matrices by the ProjMap layer presented before. As the resulting projection matrices X i k−1 are Euclidean, we then design a regular mean pooling layer for them. Lastly, we devise an orthogonal map (OrthMap) layer to map the mean projection matrix back to the underlying Grassmann manifold. Formally, the functions for the last two layers (i.e., ProjPooling and OrthMap) are defined as
where U k−1,1:q is the first q leadest eigenvectors achieved by symmetric eigenvalue (EIG) computation on the input projection matrices
, and n is the number of instances for the pooling. Note that the instances for pooling could be multiple projection matrices or multiple elements within an n×n patch located in one projection matrix. In the experiments, we will further study these two different pooling schemes.
Output Layers
After applying the ProjMap layer, the outputs (i.e., the projection matrices) lie in Euclidean space and thus can be transformed into vector forms. Hence, on the top of the ProjMap layer, classical Euclidean network layers can be employed. For instance, the regular fully connected (FC) layer could be utilized after the ProjMap layer. The dimensionality of the filters in the FC layer is typically set to d k × d k−1 , where d k and d k−1 are the class number and the dimensionality of the input vector forms respectively. In the end, the common softmax layer or softmax log-loss layer can be equipped for the visual classification tasks.
Training Grassmann network
As most layers in the GrNet model are expressed with the complex matrix factorization functions, they cannot be simply reduced to a constructed bottom-up from elementwise calculations. In other words, the matrix backpropgation cannot be derived by using traditional matrix that deals element-wise operations in matrix form. As a result, simply using the traditional backpropgation training procedure will break down in the setting. To solve the problem, [29, 33] introduced manifold-valued connection weight update rule and matrix backpropagation (backprop) respectively. Furthermore, the convergence of the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm on Riemannian manifolds has also been studied well in [9, 6] . Accordingly, we exploit the training procedure for the proposed GrNet upon these two works.
To begin with, we represent the proposed GrNet model with a sequence of successive function
, where f (k) and W k are the function and the weight matrix respectively for the kth layer, and l is the number of layers. The loss of the kth layer can be denoted by a function as
, where is the loss function for the last output layer. Then, we recall the definition of the matrix backprop and its properties studied in [33] . In particular, [33] exploits a function F to describe the variations of the upper layer variables with respect to the lower layer variables, i.e., dX k = F(dX k−1 ). Consequently, a new version of the chain rule for the matrix backprop is defined as
where y is the desired output,
, F * is a non-linear adjoint operator of F, i.e., a : F(b) = F * (a) : b, the matrix inner product A : B = T r(A T B). In the sequel, we will detail the connection weight update on manifolds and the matrix backprop process through some key layers in the context of the proposed GrNet. For simplicity, we uniformly let ∂L (k) (X k−1 , y) be ∂L (k) , Q k−1 be Q, and R k−1 be R respectively in the following.
FRMap Layer
For the weight update in the FRMap layers, we propose a new way of updating the weights appeared in Eqn.3 by exploiting an SGD setting on PSD manifolds. As studied in [2, 29] , the steepest descent direction for the corresponding loss function L (k) (X k−1 , y) with respect to W k on one Riemannian manifold is the Riemannian gradient∇L
In particular, the parallel transport is first applied to transfer the Euclidean gradient in the tangent space at the anchor point W k to the one in the tangent space at the point W k+1 . Then the resulting Euclidean gradient is subtracted to the normal component of the Euclidean gradient ∇L (k) W k . After this operation, searching along the tangential direction yields the update in the tangent space of the PSD manifold. Finally, the resulting update is mapped back to the PSD manifold with a retraction operation Γ. For more details about the geometry of PSD manifolds and its retraction operation, readers are referred to [7, 38, 46, 31, 30, 2] . Accordingly, the update of the connection weight W k on the PSD manifold respects the following form
where W t k is the current weight, Γ is the retraction operation, λ is the learning rate, ∇L
ReOrth Layer
Actually, the ReOrth layers involve QR decomposition Eqn.4 and the non-linear operation Eqn.5. Firstly, for Eqn. 4 we introduce a virtual layer k , which receives X k−1 as input and produces a tuple (Q, R). Following [34] to deal with the case of outputting a tuple, we apply the new chain rule Eqn.9 with the equations a : F(b) = F * (a) : b and dX k = F(dX k−1 ) to achieve the update rule for the data:
where the two variations dQ and dR are derived by the variation of the QR operation dX k−1 = dQR + QdR as:
where S = I − QQ T , I is an identity matrix,
T , A tril extracts the elements below the main diagonal of A. For more details to derive Eqn.14 and Eqn.15, readers are referred to the first part of the Appendix. As derived in the second part of the Appendix, plugging Eqn.14 and Eqn.15 into Eqn.13 gives the partial derivatives of the loss functions for the ReOrth layers: ∂R can then be obtained on the function Eqn.5 employed in the ReOrth layers. Specially, its variation becomes dX k = dQ. Therefore, the involved partial derivatives with respect to Q and R are computed by
OrthMap Layer
As presented before, the OrthMap layers involve symmetric eigenvalue (EIG) computation. Thus, we adopt the proposition in [33] to calculate the partial derivatives for the eigenvalue computation in the matrix backprop setting.
T with X k−1 ∈ R D×D , such that U T U = I and Σ owns a diagonal structure. The resulting partial derivative for the EIG layer k is given by
whereK = 1/(σ i − σ j ), i = j; 0, i = j (here, σ i is the diagonal element of Σ), and the partial derivatives with respect to Σ and U in Eqn.8 for the OrthMap layers can be calculated by
where 0 in Eqn.20 is the matrix of size D × (D − q) with all elements being zero.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section we study the effectiveness of the proposed GrNet structure. In particular, we present results for three typical visual classification tasks being emotion recognition, action recognition and face verification. In the experiments, we compare four state-of-the-art Grassmann learning methods: Discriminative Canonical Correlations (DCC) [39] , Grassmann Discriminant Analysis (GDA) [20] , Grassmannian Graph-Embedding Discriminant Analysis (GGDA) [19] and Projection Metric Learning (PML) [31] methods. For all of them, we use their source codes from authors with tuning their parameters as in the original papers. For the proposed GrNet, we build its architecture with one or multiple block(s) illustrated in Fig.1 before three output layers, that are ProjMap, FC and softmax layers. The learning rate λ is fixed as 0.01, the batch size is set to 30. Note that multiple projections per FRMap layer (M-FRMap) and matrix element-based ProjPooling (E-ProjPooling) are studied first before the discussion where other configurations are compared. The projection matrices per FRMap layer are initialized as random full rank matrices, and the number of them per layer is set to 16. For all the ProjPooling layers, the number of the instances for pooling are fixed as 4. For training the GrNet, we just use an i7-2600K (3.40GHz) PC without any GPUs.
Emotion Recognition
For the task of emotion recognition, we employ the popular Acted Facial Expression in Wild (AFEW) [14] dataset. The AFEW dataset contains a dynamic temporal facial expressions data in close to real world setting. It collects 1,345 video sequences of facial expressions acted by 330 actors.
The standard protocol [14] splits the dataset into three data sets, i.e., training, validation and test data sets. In the training and validation data sets, each video is classified into one of seven expressions, while the ground truth of the test set has not been released. As a result, we follow [41, 29] to present the results on the validation set. As done in many works such as [29] for augmenting the training data, we split the training videos to 1,747 small subvideos. For the evaluation, each facial frame is normalized to an image of size 20 × 20. Then, following [42, 43] , we mode each sequence of facial expression with a linear subspace of order 10. With this setting, the linear subspace representations of the video samples span a Grassmann manifold G(10, 400).
In the task, the sizes of the GrNet-1Block weights are set to 400 × 100, while those of the GrNet-2Blocks are set to 400×300 and 150×100. Training the GrNet per epoch (100 epoches in total) costs around 10 minutes(m). As shown in Table. 1, we compare the related methods including the state-of-the-art methods (i.e., STM-ExpLet [41] , DeepO2P [33] and SPDNet [29] ) on this database. The results show the proposed GrNet with 2 blocks significant outperforms the existing Grassmann learning methods, and is comparable with the state-of-the-art methods although the training data is small. As studied in existing Grassmann learning methods, the GrNet without Riemannian computing (i.e., ProjMap) and without geometry-aware learning (i.e., ReOrth) perform very badly (17.62% and 26.15% resp.). Besides, the improvement of stacking more GrNet blocks verifies it can learn more discriminative Grassmannian data.
Action Recognition
For the problem of action recognition, we employ the HDM05 database [47] which is one of the largest-scale skeleton-based human action datasets. The dataset consists of 2,337 sequences of 130 action classes, and provides 3D locations of 31 joints of the subjects.
Following the protocol designed in [29] , we conduct 10 random evaluations, each of which randomly selected half of sequences for training and the rest for testing. For data augmentation, the training sequences are divided into around 18,000 small subsequences in each random evaluation. As done in [21, 29] , we represent each sequence by a covariance descriptor of size 93 × 93, which is computed by the second order statistics of the 3D coordinates of the 31 joints in each frame. Then, we apply SVD on each resulting covariance matrix to get linear subspace of order 10. As a result, this would yield data on a Grassmannian G(10, 93).
For our GrNet-1Block, the sizes of the connection weights are set to 93 × 60, while those of GrNet-2Block Method PaSC-Con PaSC-Han VGGDeepFace [53] 78.82% 68.24% DeepO2P [33] 68.76% 60.14% SPDNet [29] 80.12% 72.83% DCC [39] 75.83 % 67.04% GDA [20] 71.38% 67.49% GGDA [19] 66.71% 68.41% PML [31] 73.45% 68.32% GrNet-0Block 68.52% 63.92% GrNet-1Block 80.15% 72.51% GrNet-2Blocks 80.52% 72.76% Table 2 . Face verification accuracies for the two experiments (i.e., control and handheld) of the PaSC database.
are fixed as 93 × 80, 40 × 30 respectively. The training time at each of 100 epoches is around 9m on average. Table.1 gives the performances of the comparative algorithms and of the state-of-the-art methods (RSR-SPDML [21] and SPD-Net [29] ) on this dataset. We can see that our GrNet outperforms the state-of-the-art Grassmann learning methods by a large margin (more than 11%). This verifies that the proposed deep Grassmann learning scheme yields great improvements when the training data is large enough, and again validates the benefits of using more GrNet blocks.
Face Verification
For face verification, we use one standard video face dataset being Point-and-Shoot Challenge (PaSC) [4] . It contains 2,802 videos of 265 subjects, two halves of which are taken by control and handheld cameras respectively.
For the dataset, [4] designs control and handheld face verification experiments, where the identity in the query video is verified by comparing with the target video. As done in [5, 29] , we use its 280 training videos and the external training data (COX) [28] with 900 videos for training. As the last two experiments, the whole training data are also split to 12,529 small subvideos. To extract the state-of-theart deep face features, we perform the approach of [53] on the normalized face images of size 224 × 224. For speeding up the training, we employ PCA to reduce the deep features to 400-dimensional features. Following [32, 29] , a SPD matrix of size 401×401 is computed by fusing the data covariance matrix and mean for each video sequence. As done in [31] on each video, we finally compute a linear subspace of order 10, which is on a Grassmann manifold G(10, 401).
In the evaluation, we configure the sizes of the GrNet weights in FRMap layers to 401 × 100 in the 1 block case, while setting those to 401 × 300 and 150 × 100 in the 2 block case. The time for training the GrNet at each of 100 epoches is about 13m. Table. 1 compares the accuracies of the different methods including the state-of-the-art methods (VGGDeepFace [53] , DeepO2P [33] and SPDNet [29] ) on the PaSC database. Although the used softmax output layer in the GrNet do not suit the verification task well, we find that it still reaches the highest performances in the case of 2 blocks, which learns more favorable Grassmannian data.
Discussion
For the manifolds of SPD matrices, [29] developed a deep network (SPDNet), which has shown its superiority over shallow SPD matrix learning scheme as well as recent deep learning methods (e.g., DeepO2P [33] ) that work on the Euclidean forms of manifold data. In this paper, the proposed GrNet acts as a deep learning tool on Grassmann manifolds. Obviously, different from SPDNet, it designs the layers specially for Grassmannian data. Besides, the GrNet optimizes the connection weights on PSD manifolds rather than Stiefel manifolds because the former could get better solutions. To validate this, we compare them on the three used datasets, where the Stiefel optimization often achieves worse results (32.13%, 57.25%, 80.15%, 71.28%). Moreover, the GrNet also exploits single and multiple projections per FRMap layer (i.e., S-FRMap, M-FRMap) simultaneously, and devises pooling layer on multiple projections (PProjPooling) and multiple elements (E-ProjPooling). Note that the ProjPooling works together with M-FRMap. These properties also considerably differ from existing Grassmann shallow learning methods e.g., PML method [31] . As presented in Fig.2 (a) , for the three used datasets, M-FRMap typically beats S-FRMap, and E-ProjPooling outperforms P-ProjPooling. Finally, we also study that the GrNet is able to converge after hundreds of epoches as shown in Fig.2 (b) .
Conclusion
Grassmannian data are becoming popular in computer vision community. Motivated by this, in this paper we introduced Grassmann networks, the first deep architecture that performs deep learning over Grassmann manifolds. Essentially, it is a natural exploration of classical deep convolutional neural networks to perform global convolution, normalization, pooling and Remannian computing on Grassmannian data. In three typical visual classification evaluations, the proposed network significantly outperformed existing Grassmann learning methods, and performed comparably with state-of-the-art methods. Directions for future work include extending to more general Riemannian manifolds (e.g., Stiefel manifolds) and applying to other computer vision problems (e.g., image restoration).
Appendix Gradient Computation of QR Decomposition
For the QR operation, we differentiate its implicit system 0 = X k−1 − QR,
where R tril returns the elements below the main diagonal of R, and obtain
which means Q T dQ is antisymmetric. Multiplying Eqn.25 from the left with Q T and the right with R −1 derives
The multiplication of Eqn.27 from the right with the inverse of R yields the equation
As (dRR −1 ) tril = 0, from Eqn.29 we derive
Since Q T dQ is antisymmetric we have
By substituting Eqn.31 into Eqn.27, the gradient of the QR decomposition with respect to R is derived as Eqn. 15 . By pluging Eqn.15 into Eqn.28, we can derive the gradient of the QR decomposition with respect to Q as Eqn.14.
Partial Derivatives of the Loss Function for the ReOrth Layers
At first, we employ some properties of matrix inner product A : B = T r(A T B), that were studied in [34] , to derive the following equivalent equation
where B asym = B tril − (B tril ) T , A bsym = A tril − (A T ) tril , A tril extracts the elements below the main diagonal of A.
For the new chain rule for QR decomposition in the ReOrth layers, we then can plug Eqn.14 and Eqn.15 into Eqn.13 to achieve the full derivative
With Eqn.33, the partial derivatives in Eqn.16 of the loss functions for the ReOrth layer can be derived.
